ELECTRICAL FIELD TECHNICIAN POSITION
Electric Scientific Company

Electric Scientific Company is a Technologies Systems Electrical Contractor who provide Special Hazard Fire Protection Systems, Fire Detection & Control Systems. We are based in Minneapolis with additional offices in Duluth MN, Bismarck ND, Marquette MI, and Appleton WI. We are looking for a highly motivated electrical field technician to work out of our Marquette office. The technician’s primary duties will be performing new system programming, checkout, installation (conduit, wiring, piping), and routine & emergency service of existing systems.

Some of the types of Fire Alarm and Protection Systems we deal with include:

- Fire Suppression Systems for high value areas such as computer rooms, server rooms, and telecommunications. These fire systems utilize special fire control panels and detection, computer based air sampling smoke detection, and clean agent gas fire suppression that is safe for people and electronic equipment.
- Fire detection and control systems for industrial applications relating to power generation, iron ore mining, and the paper / wood industry.
- Specialty Fire Detection Systems for Industrial and Commercial applications that protect process equipment, conveyors, CNC machines, and other applications
- Computer based intelligent fire alarm & suppression systems
- Access control systems
- Other specialty fire and explosion suppression systems

We are looking for a motivated, independent and trustworthy individual to join our team and be our next electrical field technician. We provide competitive pay, 401K plan, medical and dental plans, flex spending plans. Pay raises are based on performance. This position has great potential for personal growth and responsibility. With experience the company provides a service truck, laptop computer, I-phone, tools, and work clothes.

The candidate will work with our experienced technicians for on the job training, and with experience will be sent for factory training for specific equipment we install and service.

Minimum qualifications are a 2-year electrical degree from a technical school or equivalent.

The position is available immediately. We welcome experienced electrical candidates as well as those just graduating from electrical technical schools.

Serious candidates can call with questions to Travis Serres at 906-235-2904 or Scott Johnson at 218-340-7131. We prefer email resumes.

Email resume to: sjohnson@electricscientific.com

Send resume to: Electric Scientific Company
1202 Wright Street
Marquette, MI 49855